
ARTWORK SPECIFICATION

This is a basic artwork specification showing how artwork files should be supplied.

This is a basic barcode specification showing our recommended settings for EAN Barcodes.

Dielines must be editable.
Our standard radius corner is 2mm.

Our preferred supplied
file format is a press quality pdf.

All artworks need to be supplied at final size 
and follow Artwork Specification below.

We prefer to keep text away from dieline by 1.5mm - 2mm.

Artwork to be supplied as CMYK & Spot Colours. 
NO RGB Artwork should be supplied.
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Barcodes with Light Margin Indicator Arrow deleted - Barcode area remains same size

Light Margin Indicator area cannot be reduced. 
Barcode may fail if reduced.

Barcodes reduced below 10mm height 
Barcode may fail.
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If printing on silver or clear -
white areas must be indicated on artwork 
(Preferably on a separate layer).
White colour must be setup as a spot colour.

If supplying print ready pdf - scans not needed.
If supplying Illustrator - supply scans as well.
No Dieline should be indicated on photoshop files.
If supplying only photoshop files - artwork must include bleed.

All fonts must be turned to paths. No 
live fonts should be on artwork. 
Recommend no font smaller than 4 pt.

Artwork must bleed minimum 1.5mm outside all edges.

EAN 8 digit/13 digit
Recommend 80% to 100% Magnification (below 80% may fail)
Recommend height no smaller than 10mm.
Create with 0.02 micron Bar Width Reduction.
Light margin indicator arrow may be deleted but barcode area must remain same size. 
No artwork is to encroach into barcode area.

We can accept Illustrator �les.

Pdf and illustrator artworks must be supplied 
at final size and follow basic artwork spec.

Size and material required must be stated 
when supplying artworks.

If Artwork supplied is an exact reprint 
please state and supply previous reference 
if possible.

Any Artwork supplied outside of our
basic spec may occur a delay or be unusable. 
For example live fonts on artwork/
missing scans/ white not indicated.


